After-School Curriculum for Ecology-Based Groups
Ages 7 to 12
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I. Butterfly Overview:
What is a butterfly?
An insect of the order Lepidoptera, characteristically having slender bodies, knobbed antennae, and four
broad, usually colorful, wings. The word Lepidoptera comes from the Greek words lepis meaning scale and
pteron meaning wing. Butterfly wings are made of hardened membrane, strengthened by veins and covered
by tiny scales, each a single color. The intricate designs of butterfly wings are produced by tho usands of
scales, arrayed in complex patterns and overlapping one another like shingles on a roof.
What is the difference between a butterfly and a moth?
There is no one rule that covers all species, but in general these are the differences between the two:
•

Butterflies fly during the day (are diurnal) and moths fly at night (are nocturnal).

•

Butterflies have knobbed antenna and moths have feathery or straight antenna.

•

Butterfly bodies are usually slim, while moth bodies are plump and hairy.

•

At rest, butterflies hold their wings together, vertically, over their backs. Moths hold their wings out
horizontally, or fold them roof- like, over their backs.

•

Butterfly chrysalides are naked, while moths usually spin silken cocoons to enclose their chrysalides
or burrow underground to pupate.

Butterflies and Conservation
The existence of many species of butterflies is endangered because their living space—swamps or forests,
for example—is being destroyed. Some kinds of butterflies only feed on one particular species of plant. If
this plant disappears, the butterfly disappears, too. People sometimes use pesticides to get rid of the harmful
insects in their gardens and on their farms; but the pesticides also harm the butterflies.
What can you do?
• Respect natural areas where butterflies and their food plants exist.
• Avoid using pesticides in your garden, and look for environmentally friendly alternatives instead.
• Create a butterfly garden by planting special butterfly plants. Many butterflies will visit the blossoms in
your garden, making it more colorful and lively.
What is special about the monarch butterfly?
Packed into this .three- gram animal is one of nature’s greatest mysteries. Each autumn, hundreds of millions
of these creatures head south, from the Eastern United States and Canada, on a migration of 4,000 miles to
the interior of Mexico. Even more amazing, the return migration of this species covers four generations,

which means that a monarch seen in Vermont, in August, will have returned to the same area from which its
great-grandparents departed south the previous year.
The San Diego Zoo’s Monarch Butterfly Conservation Project
The primary overwintering site for the monarch is found in south-central Mexico’s Sierra Madre
mountain range, near the tiny village of Angangueo. Once known only to the local farmers, this area gained
international attention in 1976, when it was featured on the cover of National Geographic magazine. It is
doubtless one of the most amazing wildlife encounters available to the common tourist: tens of millions of
monarch butterflies roosting in acre upon acre of pine trees, turning the hue of the trees from green to
orange and nearly breaking the branches by their collective weight. A morning walk along the trail of the
preserves leads the visitor through a swirl of monarchs just warming from their morning slumber, so thick as
to suggest a "fog" of fluttering insects. On a quiet section of trail, one can hear the gentle roar of millions of
tiny wingbeats.
One very important conservation tool is the encouragement of “sustainable-use industry,” or
methods by which local people can utilize their natural resources without destroying them. In the monarch
reserve near Angangueo, conservationists have worked with local artisans to create a collective group of
basket weavers, who make their products out of the fallen needles of the oyamel pines. These baskets, which
are quite beautiful, support a community which might otherwise earn its living by means that are harmful to
the forest. In fact, the basketry represents a direct and important link to forest health: no forest, no needles...
no needles, no baskets. But it takes more than encouraging the production of forest- friendly items; success
also relies on those items finding a market. The San Diego Zoo has developed production and shipping
technologies with the basket weavers, and has purchased thousands of items for sale in our gift shops.

2. LIFE CYCLE
RELAY RACE
Objective:
Students will be able to
name and describe the
four life cycle stages of a
butterfly.
Introduction:
There are four stages to a
butterfly’s life cycle. The
entire process of stages is
called metamorphosis,
which means a change in
the form of the body
during development.
1. EGG: Each butterfly
begins life as a tiny
egg fertilized by a
male, and laid by a
female butterfly.
2. LARVAE: Once the
egg hatches, a tiny
larvae or caterpillar
crawls out. The
caterpillar eats leaves

and continues to grow. As it grows, it sheds its skin—or molts—several times; each stage is called an
instar.
3. PUPA: When the caterpillar molts for the last time, it creates a “silk button” on a twig or leaf. It attaches
itself to the button and forms a hard outer shell, called a pupa or chrysalis. (Only moths create cocoons.)
Inside the pupa, the body changes in many ways.
4. ADULT: When the chrysalis opens, an adult butterfly emerges, dries its wings, and can fly.
Materials:
Two objects, such as traffic cones, to mark the start and finish lines.
Preparation:
Set up the start and finish lines outside on grassy or otherwise soft surface.
Procedure:
1. Divide the class into groups of four students.
2. The first student in the group will represent the first life cycle stage (egg), the second student represents
the second stage (larvae), etc. Each team should consist of an egg, a larvae (or caterpillar), a pupa, and a
butterfly.
3. Explain each student’s role, and how they fit into the butterfly’s life cycle
4. To reach the finish line, all four team members must travel to the finish line in a unique way (see #5
below), and back to the group, to touch hands with the next member, until all four team members have gone
and returned. Each group to finish wins!
5. Rules:
The egg must ROLL to the finish line and back
The caterpillar must CRAWL to the finish line and back
The pupa must SPIN to the finish line and back
The butterfly must flap her wings and “FLY” to the finish line and back
3. Butterfly Wing Scales Activity:
Objective:
Students will be able to identify what makes a butterfly an insect, and label different body parts of a
butterfly.
Introduction:

Insect Anatomy:
All insects have certain identifying features that scientists use to classify them as insects. All insects have
three body parts: a head, a thorax, and an abdomen. An insect has an exoskeleton (the skeleton on the
outside that can be shed and regrown as the insect grows in size). Wax coatings on the exoskeleton provide
waterproofing and keep the insect from drying out. Generally, insects have three pairs of legs (6 legs)
attached to the thorax. Spiders have four pairs of legs (eight legs) and are not insects. Most insects have two
or more pairs of eyes (compound eyes) located on their head, which allows them to see ultraviolet waves,
which humans can not see. Insects have antennae, which are used for smelling and analyzing odors and
tastes.
Butterfly Characteristics: Butterflies sip nectar and other liquids using a spiral proboscis, located on their
head, like a straw. They also use their feet to taste! Butterflies have two upper forewings and two lower hind
wings all located on the thorax, along with their six legs. Their wings are made up of many tiny scales, and
wings are symmetrical, meaning each side looks exactly the same. Butterflies have two antennae with clubs
located at the ends.
Materials:
Translucent vellum paper (available at any office supply store)
Butterfly outline
Thin filaments for legs
Pennies (2 per child)
Elastic string to hang butterfly (2 to 3 feet per child)
Colored marking pens
Preparation:
Copy the model butterfly provided onto the translucent vellum paper. Each child should have one butterfly.
This craft can result in a hanging butterfly or window- mounted butterfly (suncatcher).
Procedure:
1. Children cut out the butterflies
(or teacher can do this earlier,
depending on age of students
and time constraints) from the
translucent vellum paper.
2. Children color the butterflies.
Remind students of
symmetrical qualities of
butterflies’ wings. Butterflies
come in all shapes and colors,
so encourage creativity in their
designs and colors.
3. Fold the butterfly’s body
where each wing connects.
(Mention to students about the
three different body parts:
head, thorax, and abdomen.)
4. FOR SUNCATCHERS: you
are done! Take home for
children to mount in windows
with tape on underbody.
FOR HANGERS: Tape a long
piece of string or yarn to the middle of the top side of butterfly; then tape one penny to the tip of each
side of the underwing, for balancing weights. Watch as it bounces and “flies!”

4. Butterfly Tagging Activity
Objective: Students will be able to understand butterfly migration, why butterflies are tagged, and the
information scientists are able to gain from tagging butterflies, as well as the significance of the
overwintering sites in Mexico.
Introduction:

MIGRATION BASICS: Monarch butterflies are just one type of 24,000 species of butterfly in the world.
They are unique because scientists recently discovered that two-thirds of the world’s population of
monarchs (that is, all the monarchs east of the Rocky Mountain range) migrate each winter to a small town
in the mountains of Michoacan, Mexico. The remaining third of the monarchs migrate along the West Coast
of the United States during the winter months. Monarchs may travel as far as 3,000 miles to reach their
wintering sites! The butterflies travel to Mexico in the fall, and return to their homes all over the United
States, Mexico, and Canada in early spring.
TAGGING BASICS: Butterflies are tagged so the
scientists who study the monarchs will be able to
track them, and find out more information about
their migration, because many questions about
monarch migration still remain. Each fall,
classroom teachers, scientists, and concerned
community members catch the butterflies with
slow movements, so as not to damage the m. Each
tag is a small, round (9 mm in diameter) adhesive
that is placed on the underside of the hindwing of

the monarch. The tag displays a certain number that is recorded before releasing the butterfly. Once
recaptured, scientists studying the monarchs can determine where the tagged monarchs came from, if they
move along “paths”, how weather might play a role, and other mysteries of monarchs.
Materials:
Small pieces of paper and a container (bag, hat, or small box)
Small photos of monarch butterflies (life size or slightly larger)
Small round stickers or pieces of tape
A large map of the United States with the states written on it
A bag
Double-sided tape
Preparation:
1. Pair students.
2. Write one state (must be east of the Rocky Mountain range) on each piece of paper, fold and put into cup
for students to choose from. There should be one paper for each pair.
Procedure:

1. Give a monarch photo to each pair and a sticker (or piece of magic tape that students can write on) that
represents the tag.
2. Each Pair chooses a piece of paper (one state) from the container.
3. Each pair “tags” their butterfly, writing on the sticker the name of the state where they release their
butterfly (the state they chose from the hat).
4. All butterflies are then collected into the container and the container “flies around” to simulate their
migration to Mexico (and to mix up the butterflies)..

5. Now each pair selects a new butterfly from the container and sticks double-sided tape on its back. After
they read the state name on this new butterfly, they approach the map of the U.S. and stick their butterfly
to the appropriate state.
6. Anyone see a trend? Teacher explains to students where Angangueo is, and explain about the migration
route.
5. Trivia Game (good for review, or while waiting for children to finish coloring their butterflies)
Objective: Students should be able to answer questions based on information they’ve already learned, or
knowledge they may already have, or the y may deduce the answers.
Introduction: Use any of the information students have learned during this lesson to create your own
questions, such as “Name the four stages of a butterfly life cycle,” or “Name three things all insects have in
common.”
Here are additional Trivia Questions:
Q: What is the changing process all insects must go through?
A: Metamorphosis
Q: What sensory ability do butterflies use their feet for?
A: Tasting
Q: The butterfly’s eye has a thousand tiny lenses. What do we call this eye?
A: A compound eye
Q: Many tiny ___________make up butterfly’s wings.
A: Scales
Q: What is the only continent in the world that butterflies are not found on?
A: Antarctica
Q: What species of butterfly migrates from Canada, through the U.S. and ends in Mexico?
A: Monarchs
Q: How far do monarch butterflies migrate?
A: Up to 3,000 miles
Q: What color is butterflies’ blood?
A: Green
Q: What is maconium?
A: The red liquid that can be seen when a butterfly emerges from its chrysalis. Maconium helps to fill out
the wings, and is not blood.
Q: How many species of butterfly do scientists believe exist on Earth?
A: 24,000
Q: How many species of butterfly live in North America?
A: 700
Q: How far can one monarch butterfly travel in one day?
A: Up to 80 miles

Q: What is the world’s smallest butterfly?
A: Western pygmy blue
Q: What is the world’s largest butterfly?
A: Queen Alexandria’s birdwing
Q: How big is the smallest butterfly?
A: 1/8 inch
Q: How big is the largest butterfly?
A: 12 inches
Q: What is an exoskeleton?
A: A butterfly wears its skeleton on the outside of its body, to protect itself.

6. Activity Extensions :
Butterfly life cycles wheel: use cardboard wheels held together with brads to demonstrate the four different
life cycle stages
Mobile: color and cut out the four life cycle stages and hang from a mobile
Create a book: telling the story of the metamorphosis
Create a Just-So story : telling a myth of how the butterfly got its wings.
Paper mache´: Use starch and string (or newspaper or crepe paper). Wrap around a small balloon (water
balloon size). When dry, cut a whole into, and pop balloon. Put gummy worm inside hole, to represent
caterpillar crawling into pupa.
Read Aloud: The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle
Black tissue pape r butterfly: Cut out a butterfly of black construction paper folded in half, so both sides
are symmetrical. Cut out symmetrical holes. On backside, tape down different color tissue paper over holes,
keeping color symmetry. When turned over, creates a neat colorful sun-catcher!
Also, teachers can order their own butterflies for release, as students can watch them hatch from eggs, to
butterflies.

